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AL.CHI.MI.A. S.r.l. comprises of experts from pharmaceutical and medical device industries. It was established in 1993 and it is based in Padova, Italy. Since then AL.CHI.MI.A. S.r.l. is dedicating all research efforts to medical devices. Currently, we carry three product lines: Eye Banking, Ophthalmic Surgery and Tissue Banking. However, in recent years our expertise has grown especially for the field of human tissue banks. The result has been a thriving scientific production; on average a new paper per year and participation to major European congresses related to human tissue banking. All this is then materialized in the design of new medical devices exclusive for processing human tissue as decontamination (BASE 128) and microbiological analysis (RESEP Syringe, ready for sale). At cooperates with several banks of human tissue in Europe, all this for garantire to products especially for high standards required necessities; providing products CE marked and designed for use with human tissue.

Biography
Domenico Amato is a sales manager in the AL.CHI.MI.A. S.r.l. company. Since 2011 his main task is to manage the markets in EMEA territories. He graduated in Biology Science at “La Sapienza” University of Rome in 2006. He also provides technical & scientific support to the sales.
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